Design of Fingerprint Identification System based on FPGA
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Abstract. This system is a fingerprint identification system developed in the fingerprint identification module. The system uses fingerprint module to search fingers. Once fingers are searched, fingerprint images are collected immediately, and the collected images are converted to data form to send to the FPGA. It uses the fingerprint and invariance of the anisotropy to provide encryption method for users. The fingers flat on the fingerprint collection window can complete the acquisition tasks, and display the process and results of fingerprint fingerprint image acquisition module through the LED. In addition, the required functions can be selected by the independent key.

Introduction
With the progress of optical technology and optical instrument processing technology, high precision and distortion free optical acquisition instrument is equipped with all kinds of fingerprint authentication system and equipment reached a high level, which ensures that high-quality fingerprint images can be generated. The improvement of computer computing speed and the progress of computer miniaturization make it possible to use a microcomputer or even a single chip computer to perform a fingerprint contrast operation. Modern electronic integrated manufacturing technology enables us to produce fairly small fingerprint image reading devices and fingerprint identification modules. Its cost is falling fast, which greatly accelerates the speed of the spread of fingerprint identification technology.

Preprocessing of Fingerprint Image
Normalization is a kind of each pixel of the original fingerprint image on the human operation. In order to change its gray value and eliminate the fingerprint input sensor surface residual noise and finger pressure difference of the fingerprint image, the image is divided into blocks for each block the gray mean $M_i$ and variance $V_i$. The calculation of the mean and variance of the subblock grayscale is based on the following formula,

$$M_i = \frac{1}{W \times W} \sum_{x=1}^{W} \sum_{y=1}^{W} I(x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$V_i = \frac{1}{W \times W} \sum_{x=1}^{W} \sum_{y=1}^{W} [I(x, y) - M_i]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$I(x, y)$ is the gray value of pixels $(x, y)$ in the sub block. The purpose of normalization is to adjust the mean and variance to a desired range. If $G(i, j)$ is used to represent the normalized value of the point $(x, y)$, then the normalized value of the $I$ block is normalized.

$$G(i, j) = M_0 \pm \frac{V_0(I(x, y) - M_i)}{V_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Among them, $M_0$ is the mean and variance of expectations, $M$ is the threshold value obtained after experiments, $I(i, j) - M_i$ is gray pixel amplitude. The original point of the normalized variance was
larger whereas the opposite, and gray value is less than the mean value of the point, which will not change the texture structure of fingerprint.

The fingerprint image is divided into foreground, background area, fuzzy areas and white background, the white background region refers to the boundary region does not contain the fingerprint in the fingerprint image, this area is also should be included in the cut area, so in order to correctly divide the 4 regions more accurately cut off white background and the background area, regional recovery and retain the foreground and fuzzy region, the segmentation process is divided into 3 levels, the basic unit for segmentation of overlapping block sizes. The first stage is divided into second levels of white background segmentation, segmentation is a fuzzy area, level third is divided into background segmentation, white background gray value is very low, and because of the change of no ridge peaks and valleys, the variance is very small, so the white background is judged by block gray mean and block gray variance

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{15} \sum_{j=0}^{15} I(i + m \times 8, j + n \times 8)}{8 \times 8}
\]

\[
\sigma = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{15} \sum_{j=0}^{15} [I(i + m \times 8, j + n \times 8) - \bar{x}]^2}{8 \times 8}
\]

The Hardware Design

The system uses the Xilinx company Spartan3E series FPGA as the core of the control and operation of the chip, and the data acquisition module is completed by the Fujitsu Corporation MBF200 capacitive fingerprint sensor. MBF200 fingerprint sensor can complete the collection of fingerprint image and its own A/D converter converts the fingerprint image into digital signals by using the SPI interface transmission to FPGA. The data collected by FPGA process can not store a complete fingerprint image because FPGA’s internal storage space is too small, so the fingerprint data is temporarily stored in SDRAM. When processing image data, FPGA reads the fingerprint data of SDRAM and performs operations such as filtering, grayscale normalization, two valued, thinning and eigenvalue extraction in its logic unit, so as to get important fingerprint image information.

**Fingerprint Acquisition Module.** This design uses Fujitsu's MBF200 fingerprint sensor. The MBF200 hardware block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The SPI mode is adopted, so MBF200 and FPGA connect to four ports, MISO, MOSI, /S/C/S and SCLK.

**Fingerprint Data Processing and Storage Module.** Because fingerprint data processing involves many algorithms and large amount of computation, this system embeds a soft core on the development board for data processing. First, a large number of fingerprint data transmitted from SPI port are sent to SDRAM on the development board for storage. When creating fingerprint database, the system takes data out of SDRAM and puts it into Microblaze to process. Then the processed fingerprint data is stored in FLASH to form fingerprint database. In the comparison mode, data was disposed by Microblaze after being processed, and then stored in SDRAM. Then the fingerprint image feature data were extracted from FLASH and SDRAM respectively, and the comparison results were obtained. The hardware connection of FLASH input storage module is as shown in Figure 2.
Fingerprint Data Communication Module. In single chip computer programming, serial port occupies a very important position. The debugging of the traditional serial port program is often used for a special MCU hardware simulator. After the program is written, the breakpoints are set by the emulator, and the flow of the variable and the program is observed. The program is debugged and the error is corrected. The serial port circuit is as shown in Figure 3.
Summary
With the development of science and technology in making social progress, many system security problems become the primary consideration. This paper aims at the limitation of traditional system security and applies fingerprint identification module to design the hardware of the fingerprint identification based on MCU control. The system realizes the serial communication between the microcontroller and the fingerprint module, sends corresponding commands to fingerprint module through stand-alone keyboard, and finishes some functions, such as users addition, users deleting, user authentication, user management, permissions.
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